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The increase in the number of internet users in Indonesia as much as 

175.4 million as recorded in the Datareportal.com report and 4.83 

billion globally, impact the increase in the number of cyber fraud 

cases. Data states that 96% of fraud cases are not resolved due to 

fraud methods carried out online and make it difficult for legal 

officers to obtain evidence. Previous fraud investigation research 

mainly focused on fraud detection, so this research focuses on 

submitting a framework for investigating cyber fraud cases. The 

cyber fraud case requires a new framework for investigation because 

in this fraud case, there is digital evidence that is very prone to be 

damaged, lost, or modified, which makes this case unsolved. This 

research aims to develop a framework that is expected to help 

auditors to uncover cases of cyber fraud so that resolved cyber fraud 

cases can increase. The method used in making this framework uses 

Jabareen's conceptual framework development method, which 

consists of 6 stages, namely, Mapping the selected data source, 

extensive reading and categorizing of the chosen data, Identifying 

and naming objects, Deconstructing and categorizing the concept, 

Integrating concept, Synthesis, resynthesis. And make it all sense. 

The framework for cyber fraud investigation uses 22 digital forensic 

frameworks and eight frameworks for fraud audit investigations. The 

results of developing a framework using the Jabareen method 

resulted in 8 stages, integrating various concepts selected from digital 

forensics and fraud audits. Evaluation of framework development 

was carried out by giving limited questionnaires to practitioners and 

academics, which produced 89% for the feasibility value and needs 

of the framework and 67% there is no need for changes to the 

framework being developed. 
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1. Introduction 

The issue of cyber fraud is increasing with reports of the multinational company KPMG engaged in 

financial audits in 2019. 4 types of fraud have increased in number from year to year, namely Card Not 

Present, Social Engineering, Scams, and Cyber/Online Fraud in 3 parts of the world Asia Pacific, 

America, Europe, and the Middle East [1]. Cyber Fraud or can be called online fraud, or computer fraud 

is the fraud that uses digital devices in their crimes. The guide issued by Microsoft explains the various 

types of online fraud committed by criminals using the internet, such as phishing scams, rogue security 

software, fake technical support, fraudulent contest and winning, and financial scams [2]. IC3 published 

a report which states that the media or tools used for this crime use social media or digital currency [3]. 
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According to Accenture, although various financial institutions and businesses are trying to adopt the 

latest strategies to make digital payments safer from fraud, criminals are increasingly innovative in 

stealing sensitive personal data with the help of digital platforms [4]. 

A report from the Federal Trade Commission or FTC in America states that in 2019 the most 

reported crime cases were the highest reported fraud crimes. The type of fraud most reported was the 

imposter scam which caused losses of up to 152 million USD, followed by Identity Theft and crimes. 

Others [5]. In 2020 since the Covid-19 pandemic, the FTC received many complaints about fraud which 

caused a loss of 44.56 million USD in the first half of 2020. In the news published in the UK, it was stated 

that more than 96% of fraud cases were not resolved even though they were reported. On the side of 

the authorities. The main cause of difficulty in disclosing fraud cases is that most of the perpetrators are 

anonymous, or most crimes occur online. Even The Office for National Statistics (ONS) states that 63% 

of fraud cases occur online where there is no contact between the perpetrator and the victim [6]. In a 

survey report conducted by ACFE in 2016, as many as 77% of cases of losses due to fraud in Indonesia 

were dominated by corruption cases, with the second position being a misuse of state and company 

assets/assets at 19% while the last place in the form of 4% was occupied by fraudulent financial 

statements [7]. 

Fig. 1. Cyber fraud challenge [8] 

Three things support the increase in cyber fraud cases as illustrated in Fig. 1, namely the first is 

the anonymity factor where criminals can commit crimes anonymously where when the agency realizes 

that when they become victims of fraud, it is too late for the authorities to identify who is responsible 

in charge of this case. Although anonymity is a form of freedom of speech, this also does not guarantee 

that users will not abuse this right [9]. Jurisdiction is the following reason why there are more and more 

cyber fraud crimes. This is because crimes committed in cyberspace will make it difficult for legal 

officers to choose the jurisdiction where the legal process will be processed. This character is also called 

borderless, and one of the things that make law enforcement about constraints is the lack of 

jurisdictional cooperation between countries such as countries in Southeast Asia, South America, and 

Africa [10]. The last reason is the difficulty in finding evidence that law enforcers must seek [8].  

The use of digital devices in cases of fraud requires a particular stage to investigate because the 

evidence, in this case, is a digital document/information whose characteristics are very different from 

physical evidence. Digital evidence has several factors, namely very easy to erase and modify, sensitive 

to time, cross-jurisdiction, and hidden [11]. Digital evidence has a wider range, contains sensitive 

personal data, can be carried easily, and requires more sophisticated training and tools for data 

acquisition than handling physical evidence [12] so that these characteristics require experts because if 

those who handle this case are less trained personnel, it can cause damage to evidence [13] and the cyber 

fraud case is not resolved. 

Efforts that can help solve cyber fraud cases are using an investigative framework that supports 

the characteristics of digital evidence, where case resolution still uses conventional methods. In contrast, 

previous research on fraud still focuses on fraud detection methods and has not discussed investigating 

cyber fraud cases. This study aims to develop a cyber fraud investigation framework due to the high 

number of unresolved fraud cases due to the use of digital devices in this crime and the challenges of 
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investigating cyber fraud as described in Fig. 1. The development of a cyber fraud investigation 

framework can help investigators and audits to resolve cases so that the percentage of cyber fraud cases 

resolution is getting higher. The framework development method in this study uses the conceptual 

framework development method from Jabareen, which supports the development of a cross-

disciplinary framework, namely digital forensics and audit fraud. This paper will be divided into 5 

parts: introduction, state of the art, research methods, results and discussion, and conclusions. The 

introduction contains the reality of many cyber fraud cases that have not been resolved due to the 

existence of a component of digital evidence that requires special handling. Previous research discussed 

several previous studies regarding digital forensic investigations and fraud investigations where there 

was no joint research framework for handling fraud cases using digital devices. The research method 

contains the stages of the methods used in the development of a cyber fraud framework, namely using 

Jabareen's conceptual framework development method and instruments for framework evaluation. 

Results and discussion contain the process of developing the framework and how the results of the 

framework evaluation using a questionnaire. The conclusion discusses the results of the framework 

development and evaluation, and expectations for further research. 

2. Related Work 

Previous research on fraud in fraud detection methods using Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning [14] so that fraud detection can be done faster than conventional methods. The collaboration 

of computer forensics in forensic accounting applications is considered to help the fraud detection 

process more quickly [15] due to the increasingly complex types of fraud using digital tools. Other 

studies mention the need for more specific laws regarding computer-related fraud and restitutive steps 

to prevent internet-based fraud crimes in Indonesia [16].  

In other research, the development of a digital forensic framework is increasingly diverse based 

on the development of digital devices such as the preparation of a framework for investigating the Smart 

Home Environment [17], A proposed framework for eGovernment in African countries, namely Uganda 

[18], a framework for IoT investigations [19], Making of an acquisition model IoT devices [20], the 

development of mobile device investigation frameworks such as Android [21] and the IaaS Cloud 

Computing platform [22]. Methods in developing an investigative framework or model from previous 

research can be categorized into several methods, as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Framework development methods 

No Research Development Methods 

1 A Forensic Investigation Framework for Smart Home 

Environment 

Based on the challenges on the device 

2 A Proposed Digital Forensic Investigation Framework 

for an eGovernment Structure for Uganda 

Modify the previous framework or model 

3 IoT Forensic A digital investigation framework for IoT 

systems 

Based on the challenges on the device 

4 An Improved Digital Evidence Acquisition Model for 

the Internet of Things Forensic I: A Theoretical 

Framework 

Using the theoretical framework method for its 

development 

5 Proposed Workable Process Flow with Analysis 

Framework for Android Forensics in Cyber-Crime 

Investigation 

Framework development is based on existing 

models and is tailored to the needs of the device 

6 Proposed Network Forensic Framework for Analyzing 

IaaS Cloud Computing Environment 

The development framework is based on an existing 

model and adapted to the needs of the environment 

Table 1 is identified in the development of a framework that can be done by looking at the 

challenges that exist on the issue or developing it based on an existing investigative model or a 

combination of both. This study uses the same concept in developing an investigative framework, 

namely, looking at the challenges in cyber fraud cases and existing digital forensic investigation models. 

3. Method  

This research will develop a conceptual framework for cyber fraud investigation, where the conceptual 

framework is a model compiled by researchers to explain the relationships that exist in variables in 

research or it can be an adaptation of an existing model which is then adapted according to the objectives 

of the study [23]. The conceptual framework is different from the theoretical framework, where the 

conceptual framework is more specifically focused on the object under investigation. Making a 
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conceptual framework will be made according to research needs. Researchers who better understand 

what is needed in making the framework so that in this study will use the conceptual framework 

development method based on research by Jabareen [24]. The main reason for choosing to use Jabareen's 

development method is because the conceptual framework accommodates the creation of a cross-

disciplinary framework as this research is multidisciplinary [25], namely in the field of Fraud Audit and 

Digital Forensics. Meanwhile, some other investigative framework development methods have not yet 

accommodated cross-disciplinary frameworks. In making this framework, there are 8 phases as 

mentioned by Jabareen as depicted in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Framework development methods 

In this study, the development of the framework will be modified into only 6 stages, as shown in 

Fig. 3. The stages of Validating the Conceptual Framework and Rethinking the Conceptual Framework 

are stages that are expected to be further investigated by other researchers/academics because at the 

Validating the Conceptual stage. The framework will be better when presented at a conference to gets 

feedback from the participants as a form of framework improvement in the future [26]. 

 
Fig. 3. Modification of framework development methods 

The evaluation of the development of this framework uses the Delphi survey method, where this 

method is a survey conducted on an expert. This method can also be used to gather opinions about 

identifying constraints on the problem to be studied [27]. There are two types of Delphi method 

applications, namely for forecasting and problem identification, and for testing the concept/framework 

development [28]. This study uses the second type of Delphi method instrument for testing framework 

development because the purpose of this study is to develop a framework. 

The questionnaire regarding the development of the framework will use a research instrument 

developed by Bacon [29] with a slight change consisting of 5 questions with three answer indicators, as 

shown in Table 2. Changes were made to this questionnaire because one point was not suitable for use 

in the framework being developed. 

The questionnaire as shown in Table 2 will then be submitted to digital forensic practitioners and 

fraud auditor practitioners and academics who will then analyze the results of the questionnaire. The 

results of this questionnaire can be used as an evaluation framework development and become material 

for improvement in further research. The selection of respondents was limited to evaluating framework 

development because the evaluation stage was carried out as an effort to validate the framework. 
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Table 2. Delphi method questionnaire table 

No 
Question (Cluster I: Needs and Feasibility of Framework 

Development) 

Answer 

Yes No Maybe 

1 Is the framework being developed needed in the field? 
   

2 Is the framework being developed suitable for use in the field? 
   

3 Are the concepts/stages presented suitable in the field of Cyber 

Fraud? 

   

No 
Questions (Cluster II: Changes needed to the framework being 

developed) 

Answer 

Yes Minor 

Change 

Major 

Change 

4 Is the provision of concepts/stages in the framework acceptable 

(yes), or what changes are needed? 

   

5 Are the differences in concepts/stages acceptable (yes), or are 

changes needed? 

   

4. Results and Discussion 

This section will discuss the stages of developing a cyber fraud framework using the Jabareen method, 

which has been modified and adapted to this research which consists of six phases, namely Mapping 

the selected data source, extensive reading and categorizing of the chosen data, Identifying and naming 

objects, Deconstructing. and classifying the concept, Integrating concept, Synthesis, resynthesis and 

make it all sense. The implementation of each of the above stages will be described in the discussion 

below. 

4.1. Mapping selected data 

The first stage is mapping selected data. The data to be taken here is data from books and research 

journals. Data were taken from two disciplines, namely Fraud Audit and Digital Forensics, especially 

regarding the framework and stages in the investigation process. To search for data using the help of 

Google's search engine to help map data, where journals are taken from ScienceDirect, Emerald, 

ResearchGate, SagePublishing. Data were collected using the keyword "digital forensic framework, 

audit fraud, framework development". Search results obtained 128 data with 53 data regarding Digital 

Forensics, 31 data regarding Forensic Audit and 44 other data regarding framework development 

methods. 

4.2. Extensive reading and categorizing of the selected data 

The second stage is extensive reading and categorizing of the selected data. At this stage, the material 

is deepened on various data in the first stage, which is then categorized according to the existing 

scientific disciplines. At this stage, the data will be classified according to current fields of science, 

namely, Fraud Audit, Digital Forensics, and additional stages of making a framework. Of the 53 data 

regarding digital forensics, 22 were selected regarding the digital forensic framework, and from 31 data 

on fraud audits, 8 were selected regarding fraud investigations. The selection of this data is based on 

the closest suitability to the purpose of this study, namely for the development of a framework and 

examples of the previously developed digital forensic investigation and fraud audit framework. 

4.3. Identifying and naming concept 

In the third stage, namely identifying and naming concepts, the previously extracted data will be broken 

down into concepts related to the field of study to be studied. Between several data will allow the same 

concept, and later it will be seen the similarity of concepts from some existing data. The data that will 

be broken down into concepts is data obtained from the digital forensic framework and the stages of 

the fraud audit investigation. The concepts that have been obtained in this process can be seen in Table 

3 and Table 4. 

The digital forensics concept is obtained from 22 digital forensic investigation frameworks where 

if the concept between frameworks has the same name, only one concept will be taken. From these 22 

frameworks, 55 concepts are obtained from the digital forensic investigation process stages as shown in 

Table 3. 

The concept identification of the Fraud Audit uses 8 fraud investigations that have been obtained 

in the previous process which are then broken down and got 20 concepts from the fraud audit which 
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are shown in Table 4 where several concepts have the same meaning even though given the names 

mentioned in Table 4 are the stages of the case investigation process fraud. 
Table 3. Concepts of digital forensics 

No Concept Name No Concept Name 

1 Recognize 29 Internet 

2 Identify 30 Case-Specific 

3 Individualise 31 Interaction 

4 Reconstruct 32 Preparation 

5 Acquire 33 Image Processing 

6 Authenticate 34 Output 

7 Analyze 35 Detection 

8 Collect 36 Capturing 

9 Examine 37 Extraction 

10 Report 38 Proactive 

11 Preservation 39 IoT Forensic 

12 Classification 40 Reactive 

13 Readiness 41 Searching 

14 Deployment 42 Understanding 

15 Traceback 43 Checking Security Level 

16 Dynamite 44 Incident 

17 Review 45 Incident Response 

18 Initialization 46 Digital Forensic Investigation 

19 Investigative 47 Documentation 

20 Presentation 48 Evidence 

21 Decision 49 Organization 

22 Incident Detection 50 Egov Forensic 

23 First Response 51 Concurrent 

24 Storage 52 Front End 

25 Planning 53 Middle Layer 

26 Triage 54 Back End 

27 User Usage Profile 55 Incident Closure 

28 Chronology Timeline   

 
Table 5. Categorization of concepts according to discipline 

Concept Disciplines Nature of Concept 

Detection Fraud Audit Ontological 

Planning Ontological 

Collection Ontological 

Investigation Ontological 

Report Ontological 

Readiness Digital Forensics Epistemological 

Identification Ontological 

Collection Ontological 

Analyze Ontological 

Report Ontological 

Concurrent Methodological 

Incident Closure Ontological 

Incident Response Ontological 

4.4. Deconstructing and categorizing the concept 

In the fourth stage, namely deconstructing and categorizing the concept, the existing concept will be 

deconstructed. Because many concepts have the same purpose, a re-deconstruction of the concept will 

be carried out and then categorized according to the current roles. Table 5 shows the deconstruction of 

the same idea into one concept only to reduce the concept redundancy. And each concept will be given 

a role, where the Ontological role is a function where a concept already exists, the next is the 

Epistemological role which is how the concept should exist, and the last one is the Methodological role, 

which is how the concept can work properly. 

The method used to simplify the concept in Table 5 is by looking at the meaning of each concept 

mentioned in Table 3 and Table 4. If the concept is different, the name has the same meaning or the 

same scope, then the concept is put together. 
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4.5. Integrating concept 

The fifth stage is the integrating concept, wherein this process the integration of the concept between 

digital forensics and audit fraud has been carried out, which in the previous step simplified the concepts 

between disciplines that have almost the same meaning or in the same scope. To integrate the concept, 

it is done by eliminating the same concept both in language or sense and choosing one of the two 

concepts that are the same into one concept that is suitable for the two fields. 

Table 6 shows how the integration of the two concepts is the same, where the concepts on the 

same line are identical concepts either in meaning or language so that they are reduced to one concept. 

This process is similar to the concept deconstruction stage, except that the integration process is carried 

out in two different disciplines, namely digital forensics and fraud auditing. This integration process is 

an important point in developing a conceptual framework from Jabareen that facilitates the integration 

of the two disciplines. 
Table 6. Concept intergration 

Digital Forensics Fraud Audit Concept Integration 

Readiness Detection Readiness 

Identification Planning Planning 

Collection Collection Collection 

Analyze Investigation Analysis 

Report Report Report 

Concurrent  Concurrent 

Incident Closure  Incident Closure 

Incident Response  Incident Response 

 

Fig. 4. Cyber fraud framework 

4.6. Synthesis, resynthesis and make it all sense 

The last stage, namely synthesis, resynthesis and make it all sense, is the stage of preparing a cyber 

fraud framework to make more sense based on the integration of the concepts mentioned in Table 6. 

From Table 6 the same concepts are put together and added with other concepts that have not been 

covered such as Concurrent, Incident Closure, and Incident Response. From this concept, a Cyber Fraud 

Framework is compiled which is the result of collaboration on key matters in the Forensic Digital 

Investigation and Fraud Audit. The results of the Cyber Fraud Framework can be seen in Fig. 4, which 
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consists of eight stages with one active process used to ensure that the digital evidence obtained is 

suitable to prove a case of cyber fraud. 

The first stage of the cyber fraud framework begins with Readiness, where one of the factors 

hampering the fraud investment process is the lack of readiness of the institution in the event of a fraud 

case. The second stage, namely Planning, is the process of planning and identifying fraud cases, where 

the role of the chief investigator is indispensable at this stage. Incident Response is an important step in 

cyber fraud because there is digital evidence that is volatile and requires a faster process before the 

evidence is lost. The collection stage is the core of the importance of digital forensics because the 

evidence in the cyber fraud case is related to digital proof.  

The Fraud Analysis stage is the investigation stage carried out by the Fraud Auditor to find fraud 

cases based on digital evidence collected. The Reporting stage is carried out after the analysis is 

complete and is reported to the competent authorities, both the institution and the legal apparatus. 

There is an active process between the Planning and Reporting processes, namely Concurrent Processes, 

where there are irregularities between the methods above. The process can be carried out again from 

the beginning. The last stage is Incident Closure was. In this process, fraud cases are closed both within 

the relevant institution and in the realm of law. 

4.7. Evaluation of framework development 

The evaluation of developing a framework for cyber fraud investigation was assisted by 2 practitioners 

(Ministry of Finance and from PUSFID UII) and an academician from the Islamic University of 

Indonesia, a former auditor at a financial institution. This limited selection of respondents is indeed an 

initial evaluation of the development of this framework, and the sample of respondents is represented 

by experts in the field of digital forensics, forensic auditing, and academics who are involved in the 

audit field who have also worked at Big 4 Public Accounting Firms. The results of the three 

questionnaires obtained can be seen in Table 7 as answers from both practitioners and one academic. 
 

Table 7. Questionnaire results from practitioners and academics 

No Question Practitioner 1 Practitioner 2 Academics 

1 Is the framework being developed needed in the field? Yes Yes Yes 

2 Is the framework being developed suitable for use in the field? Yes Maybe Yes 

3 Are the concepts/stages presented suitable in the field of 

Cyber Fraud? 

Yes Yes Yes 

4 Is the provision of concepts/stages in the framework 

acceptable as is (yes); or what changes are needed? 

Yes Minor 

Changes 

Yes 

5 Are the differences in concepts/stages in the field acceptable 

(yes); or are changes needed? 

Yes Minor 

Changes 

Yes 

 
Table 8. Percentage of survey results from 2 practitioners and 1 academician 

No Question Cluster 
Percentage of Results 

(For Yes Answers) 

Average 

Result 

1 Is the framework being developed needed in 

the field? 

Need and Feasibility of Cyber 

Fraud Investigation 

Framework 

100% 89% 

2 Is the framework being developed suitable 

for use in the field? 

67% 

3 Are the concepts/stages presented suitable in 

the field of Cyber Fraud? 

100% 

4 Is the provision of concepts/stages in the 

framework acceptable (yes), or what changes 

are needed? 

Changes needed to the 

framework being developed 

67% 67% 

5 Are the differences in concepts/stages 

acceptable (yes), or are changes needed? 

67% 

 

From Table 7 above, for the needs of developing a cyber fraud investigation framework in the 

field, the three respondents stated that all stated that this framework was needed to be developed, but 

for the feasibility of the framework, it was necessary to conduct another evaluation which was the 

opinion of one practitioner. The conceptual presentation in the developed framework was stated to be 

suitable by the three respondents. The two respondents said that the concept change in this framework 

was unnecessary. However, one respondent stated that it still needed more evaluation to adapt it to the 

growing trend of digital technology. 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of cyber fraud investigation framework needs 

 

 
Fig. 6. Percentage change in cyber fraud investigation framework developed 

Table 8 describes the percentage of questionnaire results given based on clusters. There are two 

clusters in this questionnaire, namely Cluster I concerning the level of need and feasibility of developing 

a cyber fraud investigation framework and Cluster II concerning the level of change in the cyber fraud 

investigation framework that has been created. The questionnaire results in cluster 1 show the numbers 

100%, 67%, and 100% for Yes answers, while in cluster II, the numbers show 67% for both questions for 

Yes answers. 

The calculations from the previous questionnaire are processed into a percentage as shown in 

Table 8 on the average value, which is then visualized in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Fig. 5 illustrates that in cluster 

I, 89% of results were obtained, which indicated that the framework for investigating cyber fraud was 

indeed necessary and feasible to use, and 11% that the framework that is developed is essential but not 

feasible. Fig. 6 regarding cluster II concludes that there is no need for changes to the cyber fraud 

framework created by 67%, while 33% stated that they need minor changes so that this framework can 

be used in the field. The slight difference in question is that the framework needs to be adjusted to 

current technological developments. 

5. Conclusion 

Cyber Fraud Framework development is based on the conceptual framework development method 

from Jabareen, which uses 6 phases, namely mapping the selected data source, extensive reading and 

categorizing of the chosen data, identifying and naming objects, deconstructing and classifying the 

concept, integrating concept, synthesis, resynthesis and make it all sense produces 8 stages of an 

investigation, namely: Forensic Readiness, Investigation Planning, Incident Response, Collection, Fraud 

Analysis, Report, Incident Closure, and Concurrent Process. Evaluation of the development of a cyber 

fraud investigation framework from the results of questionnaires to two practitioners and one 

academician, in general, stated that the development of a cyber fraud investigation framework is indeed 

needed and needed in the field, but to find out whether the developed framework is feasible or not 

requires a broader evaluation such as conducting surveys of auditing institutions and adjusting to 

89%

11%

Level of Need and Feasibility of Cyber Fraud 

Investigation Framework

Needed and Worth it Needed but not worth it

67%

33%

Changes to the developed Cyber Fraud 

Investigation Framework

No Need for Change Needs Minor Changes
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trends in the technology used in cyber fraud cases, such as the use of social media. The framework 

developed is considered sufficient to be used, but some evaluation is needed by the growing trend of 

digital technology. Testing on a larger scale is expected to become a topic for further research with 

improvements needed to make the framework even better and be used as a reference for auditors to 

resolve cyber fraud cases. 
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